Autofluorescence bronchoscopy for lung cancer screening: a time to reflect
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The National Lung Cancer Screening Trial (NLCST), which showed a 20% relative risk reduction in lung cancer mortality with screening by low-dose computed tomography (CT) versus plain radiography, has resulted in growing organizational and institutional adoption of this practice across the United States and Canada (1,2). The rationale behind screening for this deadly malignancy with CT is analogous to mammographic screening for breast cancer in that it entails radiological detection of cancer that has already occurred but that is still at an early enough stage such that surgical cure is a possibility. The majority of parenchymal lesions thus detected are adenocarcinomas, which are known for their predilection for the lung periphery and represent the commonest lung cancer histology in North America (3). Chest CT is currently incapable of identifying dysplastic bronchial epithelium and carcinoma in-situ (CIS) prior to conversion to invasive carcinoma—almost all squamous—unlike, for example, the ability of CT colonography to pick up precancerous colonic polyps. The recognition of these pre-invasive bronchial lesions (PBL) has thus far been predicated on direct bronchoscopic inspection and sampling much the same way that abnormal gastroesophageal or cervical mucosa is visualized and biopsied by esophagogastroduodenoscopy or colposcopy, respectively. The limitations of conventional white-light bronchoscopy (WLB) in identifying PBLs have led to long-standing interest in complementary bronchoscopic technologies suitable for this purpose. One such modality is autofluorescence bronchoscopy (AFB), which relies on differences in the wavelength of emitted visible light between normal and diseased mucosa, namely the weaker green autofluorescence exhibited by the latter (4). Analysis of pooled data from the available heterogeneous studies of adding AFB to WLB revealed that the combination has twice the relative sensitivity compared to WLB alone at the expense of a significant reduction in relative specificity (5).

In the April 2016 issue of the journal Chest, Tremblay et al. report the results of a robustly powered component of the previously published Pan-Canadian Early Detection of Lung Cancer Study wherein 1,300 participants across seven centers underwent screening by AFB in addition to low-dose CT (6). The majority of this at-risk population consisted of active smokers with heavy tobacco exposure, yet only half had evidence of obstructive airways disease, and the mean FEV₁% predicted was normal. Those proceduralists naïve to AFB were mentored or precepted by some of the most experienced AFB operators in the world. Cases performed by the newly trained bronchoscopists were externally audited for quality in the initial stage of the study. This independent review did flag 15 technically suboptimal procedures, and the percentage of patients biopsied varied substantially among study sites. A total of 56 lung cancers were detected by LDCT (4.3%), a prevalence similar to that reported in the NLCST, while AFB identified pathologic findings in 69 subjects, just 5 of whom turned out to have cancer. Moreover, in only 2 of these patients was the lesion missed by LDCT: a case of CIS and a typical carcinoid tumor of unreported size—the latter being a neoplasm that is often quite apparent bronchoscopically without AF—for an overall rate of 0.15% for the bronchoscopic detection of cancer. As a corollary, an AF airway inspection did not pick up a single case of LDCT-occult invasive non-small cell lung cancer. Mild and moderate dysplasia comprised the vast
majority of abnormalities identified by AFB. The authors justifiably concluded that AFB should not be incorporated into current LDCT-based screening algorithms.

What might account for the resounding failure of AFB to enhance CT screening in a trial built upon promising, albeit considerably smaller, prior screening investigations likewise centered in Canada and reporting similar prevalent cancer rates (7,8)? One factor also alluded to by the authors is patient selection: Tremblay et al. enrolled subjects theoretically at risk for lung cancer based on a prediction model, whereas in the two preceding studies by McWilliams et al. either all or the majority of participants had atypia on automated quantitative cytometry (AQC) of sputum, a technique employed to detect endoluminal shedding of abnormal airway epithelium by squamous cell carcinoma (SqCC) precursors. Broadly, even as the more recent study by McWilliams et al. was being published in 2006, the incidence of SqCC relative to adenocarcinoma was decreasing in North America; this trend has continued and presumably also extends to SqCC precursors, namely PBLs (9). The incremental benefit of AFB would be expected to decline in parallel with the shrinking prevalence of its target lesions (5). In this climate, AFB, especially in the hands of inexperienced operators, could be insufficiently sensitive, a problem that may be rectifiable by advances in newer detection techniques such as narrow-band imaging and optical coherence tomography (10,11). Irrespective of the modality used to screen for PBLs, enriching the target population for greater a priori risk of bronchial cytopathic changes ought to provide a more substantial benefit beyond LDCT. Besides sputum AQC, an intriguing candidate might be an airway scraping subjected to gene expression analysis in a manner analogous to that applied successfully by Silvestri et al. for the classification of lung nodules and masses (12). In this regard, perhaps bronchoscopic screening for PBLs should be viewed less like the approach to colonoscopic screening, which is protocolized based on clinically determined risk, and more like colposcopy for cervical cancer wherein candidates for mucosal sampling are chosen selectively based on the cytology of preceding Papanicolaou smears. It should be noted parenthetically, in defense of AFB, that agreement among pathologists reviewing AFB-guided airway biopsies for dysplasia has been shown to be poor, and in one small study potentially oncogenic chromosomal derangements were found in over 80% of specimens deemed histologically normal (13,14). It has also been proposed that the biopsy process itself may distort the cellular architecture of these tiny lesions.

Viewing the issue of PBLs more globally invites consideration of their natural history since Tremblay et al. did find 64 instances of dysplasia thanks to a screening airway examination, which arguably is in fact the main purpose of AFB. Several studies have cast doubt on the linearity of progression from milder to more severe dysplasia then to CIS and finally on to invasive carcinoma (15,16). In another parallel with cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, even severe dysplasia of the bronchial epithelium has been observed to regress spontaneously in over 50% of lesions followed longitudinally (17,18). Progression of lower-grade histology to invasion is exceedingly rare. On a cautionary note, a recent Dutch PBL surveillance study demonstrated that increasing PBL histological grade correlated with the risk of subsequent development of invasive lung cancer, but more of these cancers arose elsewhere in the lungs than at the PBL site (19). Taken together, credible data lend support to the so-called “field carcinogenesis” theory of toxin-induced malignancy and question the clinical implications of finding and addressing a specific PBL as such. Furthermore, unlike detection of early-stage parenchymal lung neoplasia as in the NLCST, or—to continue the analogy—screening for cervical cancer, there is no existing evidence to indicate that identification and elimination of precancerous bronchial mucosa translates into a survival benefit (20).

Tremblay et al. should be commended for an ambitious investigation of the impact of AFB on lung cancer screening. The thought-provoking questions raised by their work, which outnumber the questions answered, should provide the impetus for methodological refinement in the study of bronchoscopy as a screening tool in the era of LDCT.
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